Reduced susceptibility of recombinant polyclonal antibodies to inhibitory anti-variable domain antibody responses.
The immunogenicity of therapeutic Abs is a concern as anti-drug Abs may impact negatively on the pharmacodynamics and safety profile of Ab drugs. The factors governing induction of anti-drug Abs are not fully understood. In this study, we describe a model based on mouse-human chimeric Abs for the study of Ab immunogenicity in vivo. Six chimeric Abs containing human V regions and mouse C regions were generated from six human anti-Rhesus D Abs and the Ag-binding characteristics of the parental human Abs were retained. Analysis of the immune response toward the individual chimeric Abs revealed the induction of anti-variable domain Abs including anti-idiotypic Abs against some of these, thereby demonstrating the applicability of the model for studying anti-drug Ab responses in vivo. Immunization of BALB/c, C57, and outbred NMRI mice with a polyclonal composition consisting of all six chimeric Abs demonstrated that the immunogenicity of the individual Abs was haplotype dependent. Chimeric Abs, which were nonimmunogenic when administered individually, did not become immunogenic as part of the polyclonal composition, implying the absence of epitope spreading. Ex vivo Ab-binding studies established a clear correlation between the level of immunogenicity of the Abs comprised in the composition and the impact on the pharmacology of the Abs. These analyses demonstrate that under these conditions this polyclonal Ab composition was generally less susceptible to blocking Abs than the respective mAbs.